Differentiation genes: are they primary targets for human carcinogenesis?
In spite of extensive research in molecular carcinogenesis, genes that can be considered primary targets in human carcinogenesis remain to be identified. Mutated oncogenes or cellular growth regulatory genes, when incorporated into normal human epithelial cells, failed to immortalize or transform these cells. Therefore, they may be secondary events in human carcinogenesis. Based on some experimental studies we have proposed that downregulation of a differentiation gene may be the primary event in human carcinogenesis. Such a gene could be referred to as a tumor-initiating gene. Downregulation of a differentiation gene can be accomplished by a mutation in the differentiation gene, by activation of differentiation suppressor genes, and by inactivation of tumor suppressor genes. Downregulation of a differentiation gene can lead to immortalization of normal cells. Mutations in cellular proto-oncogenes, growth regulatory genes, and tumor suppressor genes in immortalized cells can lead to transformation. Such genes could be called tumor-promoting genes. This hypothesis can be documented by experiments published on differentiation of neuroblastoma (NB) cells in culture. The fact that terminal differentiation can be induced in NB cells by adenosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) suggests that the differentiation gene in these cells is not mutated, and thus can be activated by an appropriate agent. The fact that cAMP-resistant cells exist in NB cell populations suggests that a differentiation gene is mutated in these cancer cells, or that differentiation regulatory genes have become unresponsive to cAMP. In addition to cAMP, several other differentiating agents have been identified. Our proposed hypothesis of carcinogenesis can also be applied to other human tumors such as melanoma, pheochromocytoma, medulloblastoma, glioma, sarcoma, and colon cancer.